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Abstract
This deliverable presents the mathematical theories so far investigated for the Coinvent project. We motivate applying concept
blending to mathematics by investigating discussions on the subject of mathematical creativity by significant mathematicians and
theoreticians. The approach presented here is to use the HDTP Gust, Kühnberger and U. Schmidt, 2006; M. Schmidt, 2010 software
to discover automatically commonalities between two or more input theories, and to identify morphisms between their symbols. We
also employ the HETS Mossakowski, Maeder and Lüttich, 2007 software which allows us toexploit such morphisms to compute a
colimit, which describes the blend of the input theories. We give examples of mathematical theories which we have investigated and
formalised, and describe in detail examples which we have mechanised using the HDTP and HETS software.
Keyword list: concept invention, creativity

Executive Summary
• The Coinvent project aims to introduce the concept of blending to various domains — this
document introduces some of the mathematical domains investigated.
• Investigated domains exploit mechanised calulation of a Generic space and computation of
a blended theory.
• There is much historical evidence of the use of analogy and blending in creativity in mathematics.
• Implemented examples include the complex numbers, investigation of data structures and
construction of the integers from the natural numbers.
• Formalised examples include development of the Quaternions, Octonians, projectile motion
and symmetry examples.
• Making theories more concrete is done via refinement. Discovery of definitions of missing
functions is explained.
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Introduction

This document presents various investigations that have been carried out in the Mathematics Domain for the COINVENT project. In all cases we try to show how the domains in question can be
analysed using the notion of blending. We exploit the notion of theory morphisms to identify commonalities between two or more theories, and use the notion of a categorical colimit to compute a
blended theory.

1.1

Two Different Theories

For the purposes of explaining concept blending in mathematics, let us first consider a very simple
example from a mathematical domain. Let us assume we know of two different theories T 1 and
T 2, whose signature and definitions are shown in Figure 1. Contained within the theories are the
fundamental sorts and typed definitions of constants and axioms or theorems of the theory.

sort :
ops

σ

sort

υ

e1 : σ

ops

e2 : υ
·2 : υ × υ → υ

·1 : σ × σ → σ
∀a, b, c : σ . (a ·1 b) ·1 c = a ·1 (b ·1 c)

∀a, b, c : υ. (a ·2 b) ·2 c = a ·2 (b ·2 c)

a ·1 e1 = a

a ·2 e2 = a

a ·1 b = b ·1 a

(a ·2 b) ·2 a = b

Figure 1: Two theories T 1 (left) and T 2 (right) with some commonality

1.2

Calculating a Generic Theory

There are commonalities in the signatures of theories T 1 and T 2. It is possible to identify these
commonalities and define a signature morphism which identifies symbol mappings required to
express a theory which contains just the common elements. We describe this common theory as
the generic theory. In this case is can be defined as
sort

τ

ops

eg : τ
·g : τ × τ → τ

∀a, b, c : τ. (a ·g b) ·g c = a ·g (b ·g c)
a ·g eg = a
where a signature morphism can be defined between the generic theory and T 1 and T 2 which
identifies the symbol mappings:
σ ← τ → υ
e1 ← e → e2
·1 ← ·g → ·2
611553
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1.3

Computing a Colimit

Now that we have defined the generic space it is possible to compute the colimit of the theory
morphism. Computing the colimit is one way of discovering a blend and in the context of mathematics we use the two terms interchangeably. The elements of theories T 1 and T 2 not mapped
to part of the Generic theory are combined into the theory represented by the colimit:
sort

χ

ops

ec : χ
·c : χ × χ → χ

∀a, b, c : χ. (a ·c b) ·c c = a ·c (b ·c c)
a ·c ec = a
a ·c b = b ·c a
(a ·c b) ·c a = b
Reasoning with this theory shows that every element must be its own inverse: a ·c a = ec , meaning
this is a definition of a boolean group.

1.4

General Creative Process

In this document we present various examples of blending in mathematics. Where possible we
describe the behaviour in terms of Generic Theories and Blends, or Colimits. The purpose of the
project is to combine existing systems such as HDTP (Gust, Kühnberger and U. Schmidt, 2006; M.
Schmidt, 2010) and HETS (Mossakowski, Maeder and Lüttich, 2007) to generate automatically
Blends. In general we show blends using commutative diagrams. An example of which can be
seen below which descibes graphically the process behind discovering the definition of a boolean
group.

Generic
τ →υ
τ →σ


-

T2
-



T1

Blend

1.5

Structure of this Document

This document aims to explore the mathematical theories to which concept blending has been
applied. In Section 2 we descibe some historical examples of blending in mathematics, and give
motivation from existing literature. In Section 3 we describe the examples that have been mechanised in system. In Section 4 we describe some other examples that have so far only been formalised
on paper. In Section 5 we describe the ways in which theories that have been generated by the
blending process can be made more concrete through refinement, and in Section 6 we draw some
conclusions and discuss further work.
2
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Examples from the literature

In this section, we describe some relevant work in the literature relating to conceptual blending in
mathematics, and more generally to analogical and metaphorical reasoning in mathematics. By
and large, this work is suggestive and schematic, but not worked out in the level of detail needed
for the sort of support we intend to provide for human and machine reasoners. We indicate some
exceptions to this where appropriate.

2.1

Mathematical Analogies

The mathematician’s view There is some provocative writing from mathematicians on the role
of analogy in the process of developing new mathematics. One such example is in a short article
by André Weil, writing for a popularising journal, but describing and generalising his experience
of developing a new mathematical field (Weil, 1960). For example:
18th century mathematicians often talked about the “metaphysics of the infinitesimal calculus” or the “metaphysics of the theory of equations”. They took this to refer
to a collection of vague analogies, hard to grasp, which however seemed to them to
play a key role at a particular period in research and invention in mathematics. . . .
Nothing is more fruitful, every mathematician knows it, than these obscure analogies, these disputes reflected from one theory to another, these secret caresses, these
quarrels for no reason; indeed nothing gives the researcher more pleasure. The day
comes when the illusion falls away; intuition turns into certainty, twin theories reveal
their common source, before vanishing; . . .
So for our part we understand what Lagrange was looking for, when he talked
about metaphysics in connection with his work on algebra: Galois theory, which he
nearly puts a finger on, through a screen that he can’t quite find a way through. Where
Lagrange saw analogies, we now see theorems. . . . As long as Lagrange simply had
a premonition of these ideas, as long as he struggled to work out their essential unity
through their many changing concrete manifestations, he remained within metaphysics. Still, he found the thread which let him move from problem to problem, to bring
the right tools to bear, to organise the area in preparation for the future general theory.
Thanks to the crucial concept of group, all this turned into mathematics with Galois.
Weil, 1960
Comments stressing the role of analogy in mathematical invention are also found in the writings of Poincaré (Poincaré, 1914) and in Hamilton (see §8 on quaternions).
Cognitive Science and Philosophy approaches The notion of blending is closely associated
with that of analogy and metaphor, and of metaphorical and analogical inference. The principal
difference is that in analogical reasoning two different problem domains are correlated to allow
reasoning in one to reflect to some extent reasoning in the other; in blending, a new domain of
reasoning is opened up, combining aspects of both initial domains, yet distinct from both. Still,
the correlation between domains in the analogical case is expressible via the notion of generic
611553
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space, with reasoning under analogy corresponding to use of notions like signature morphisms as
we use in our work.
Recent work from the Philosophy of Science by Dirk Schlimm which bears attention suggests
that analogy in the mathematical case has some distinctive properties; see Schlimm (2008). A
more general plea for the importance of analogical reasoning is contained in Arbib and Hesse
(1986).
There is a sizeable literature on computational models of analogical reasoning, including work
on mathematical and scientific domains. For one mainstream approach to analogical reasoning in
general from a Cognitive Science point of view, there is the extensive work of authors such as
Gentner, Holyoak, Forbus and Hofstadter represented in a series of books on the topic (Gentner,
K. J. Holyoak and B. N. Kokinov, 2001; B. Kokinov, K. Holyoak and Gentner, 2009).
On mathematics in particular, the book by Lakoff and Núñez (Lakoff and Núñez, 2000)
provides many examples of mathematical metaphors, with some evidence of their cognitive plausibility, ranging from basic arithmetic to university-level topics.
Recent work on metaphor closely related to the topic of the current project is in Pease, Guhe
and Smaill (2010), Pease, Guhe and Smaill (2009) and Pease, Colton et al. (2010).

2.2

Scientific Discovery

The approach of looking to provide computational accounts that provide rational reconstructions of
major historical shifts in (empirical) science goes back some way (Langley et al., 1987; Thagard,
1993), and typically involve computational means of hypothesis or theory evaluation. The earlier
work has been criticised for excessive hand tuning of systems, for a lack of any novel examples.
Clearly we face similar methodological hurdles in our work.
It has been less common to look at episodes in the developments of mathematics in this way,
but the examples so far suggest that there are opportunities here. The claims by Lenat for discovery of the notion of prime number by his AM system (Lenat, 1982) have proved controversial.
However the HR system receives credit for coming up with the notion of “refactorable number”
(Colton, 1999), showing that machines are already capable of isolating mathematically interesting
concepts, not pre-targeted by the programmer.
The seminal work in Lakatos (1976) on successive formulations of Euler’s conjecture is an
important source of ideas and understanding of the evolution of mathematical ideas as theories
are being developed. Lakatos’s own exposition is not given in explicitly computational terms,
but subsequent work has provided implementations of the methods proposed by Lakatos (see for
example Pease (2007), Pease, Guhe and Smaill (2009) and Pease, Guhe and Smaill (2010)). There
are opportunities here to recast some of this work in terms of mathematical blends.

2.3

Mathematical blending

On explicit notions of blending, the initial work in the area comes from semantic analyses in
linguistics, for example in Turner and Fauconnier (1995). Although the ideas are presented in
fairly informal terms, the examples used include mathematical ones (for an article in this tradition
focusing on mathematics, see Turner (2005)).
4
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A survey using blending ideas, written by a mathematician, with good associated historical
information, is given in Alexander (2011).
Lakoff and Núñez’s book “Where mathematics comes from” (Lakoff and Núñez, 2000) develops a cognitively inspired theory of the origin of mathematical concepts and theories; blending plays a key role, and there are plentiful examples to work with. For example, in Lakoff and
Núñez (2000, p 447) we find a blend involving five different domains, associated with the equation
eiπ + 1 = 0.
Some recent work involving Edinburgh has built a more formal account of what is going on in
some of the blends involving the so-called “basic metaphors” of Lakoff and Núñez very much in
the spirit of the COINVENT proposal (see Guhe et al. (2011)).
For the use of concept blends to generate conjectures, Pease, Guhe and Smaill (2009, §2) looks
at relationships between geometrical theories and 2 and 3 dimensions, with associated conjectures
as well as new concepts. §3 of the same paper reviews Lakatos’s famous case study in the same
spirit.
Our main interest is in the use of blending as a means to generate new (and interesting!)
mathematical theories. The recent work by Dirk Schlimm, highlighting the creative aspect of the
process of axiomatisation is clearly relevant here, and provides historical as well as philosophical
interest (Schlimm, 2009; Schlimm, 2011; Schlimm, 2013).

611553
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3

Implemented examples

In this section we explore some of the examples which have been formalised, and for which we
have used the machinery provided by systems such as Hets (Mossakowski, Maeder and Lüttich,
2007) and HDTP (Gust, Kühnberger and U. Schmidt, 2006; M. Schmidt, 2010). As mentioned in
§1, the key to mechanising conceptual blending is to define appropriate signature morphisms. In
order to do this we need the following components which are referred to throughout the sections
which follow:
Generic Space The HDTP software automates the process of discovering potential common elements between theories and calculates signature morphisms between them, identifying a
generic space which describes the commonalities between theories or concepts. The HDTP
finds the maximal generic space – i.e. that which describes the greatest number of commonalities between theories or concepts.
Colimit or Blend The Hets software is a powerful reasoning tool which is able to compute the
Colimit of two theories given a generic space calculated by HDTP. The categorical description of the colimit is equivalent to the notion of a conceptual blend, but is a mathematical
rigorous definition. In the case of mathematics, as described here, the two notions of colimit
and blend are interchangeable.
Specification language In order to define concepts or theories, we must first decide on a language
with which to represent axioms and rules. In Hets the DOL framework Lange et al., 2012
allows various specification languages to be employed. For our work on mathematics, we
generally use the CASL language Bidoit and Mosses, 2004 which is expressive enough for
our needs.

4

Introduction

We provide a preliminary presentation of a blending approach for the construction of the integers
given the natural numbers.
The approach taken attempts to use aspects of spatial cognition. Lakoff and Núñez (2000, p.
24) suggest, following Dehaene (1997), that numbers relate to space in various ways, e.g. that “the
integers are conceptualized as being spread in space over a number line.”
Lakoff and Núñez (2000, pp. 71–73) treat the integers briefly as part of an extension to the
fourth and last grounding metaphor for arithmetic: motion along a path, extended by supposing
that “the origin [is] somewhere on on a pathway extending indefinitely in both directions.” This
note assumes that we are still working with the discrete case, say with markers at regular interval
along the path. Lakoff and Núñez do not present a blend construction.
Mark Turner deals with (positive) rationals and reals before moving to negative numbers. In
Turner (2005), he says:
In the next step, there is a number input, which has a half-line, a ray. But the geometric input has a full line in 2D space. Mirror image points can be obtained by
6
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rotation by 180 degrees. So in the blended space, we have negative numbers on the
line through 180-degree rotation from positive numbers. Addition is emergent as a
geometric operation on segments: rotate from the extremity of segment 1 around the
origin of segment 2 (by either 0 degrees or 180 degrees). Only the line is projected
from the 2D space input.
Here we do something similar for the discrete case.

5

The plan

First take the naturals as involving a successor relation, an origin (0), and an associated notion of
“greater” depicted by a number line where numbers increase conventionally when moving to the
right. Here move some particular distance corresponding to a natural number:
Move 3 units to the right
0

1

2

Start

3

4

End

Now imagine reversing direction, so moving towards the origin:
Move 3 units to the left
0

1

2

End

3

4

Start

When this is rotated to correspond to negative numbers. we get the following picture.
Move 3 units to the right
−5

−4

−3

−2

−1

0

Start

End

Now put these side by side, as the two input spaces:
Move 3 units to the right
−5

−4

−3

Start

−2

−1

Move 3 units to the right
0

0

End

Start

1

2

3

4

End

Notice that the reverse version of the successor relation of the left corresponds to the successor
relation on the right; but these structures are not isomorphic (one has a first element, but no last;
the other has a last element, but no first).
So a blend can be made by identifying the two versions of the origin, the different notions of
successor, and therefore of size, and throwing out the maximimum and minimum properties that
make the naive blend inconsistent.
611553
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6

Formulation in DOL

Here is a DOL axiomatisation of the situation in CASL which follows the plan above. There is no
attempt to specify distinct domains; rather take all the theories here to be giving (different) notions
of number, and let the blending do its work.
NatSuc axiomatises natural numbers, including recursion equations for addition. NatRotate
does the same job for the rotated line, but restricts attention to properties of order and relative size.
It is plausible that the generic space can be recognised by HDTP (not tested yet).
l o g i c CASL
%%% b l e n d i n g n a t u r a l numbers t o g e t i n t e g e r s

...

s p e c NatSuc =
s o r t Num
o p s z e r o : Num
__+__ : Num ∗ Num −> Num
p r e d s s u c : Num∗Num
__ <__ : Num∗Num
%%% < i s s t r i c t l i n e a r o r d e r
f o r a l l x , y , z , x2 , y2 , z2 : Num
. not ( x < x )
%a n t i −sym%
. x < y / \ y < z => x < z
%t r a n s i t i v e%
. x < y \/ x = y \/ y < x
%l i n e a r%
. x < y <=> s u c ( x , y ) \ /
e x i s t s s x : Num .
( s u c ( x , s x ) / \ s x < y ) %d i s c r e t e%
%%% s u c c e s s o r
. s u c ( x , y ) / \ s u c ( x , z ) => y = z %s u c _ f u n c t i o n a l%
. s u c ( x , z ) / \ s u c ( y , z ) => x = y %s u c _ i n j e c t i v e%
. e x i s t s a : Num . s u c ( x , a )
%s u c _ t o t a l%
%%% z e r o n o t s u c c e s s o r
. not ( suc ( x , z e r o )
%z e r o _ n o t _ s u c %)
%%% r e c u r s i o n e q s f o r <
. s u c ( x , y ) => z e r o < y
%l e s s _ b a s e%
. x < y / \ s u c ( x , x2 ) / \ s u c ( y , y2 ) => y < y2
%l e s s _ s t e p%
%%% and f o r a d d i t i o n
. zero + y = y
%p l u s _ b a s e%
. x + y = z / \ s u c ( x , x2 ) / \ s u c ( z , z2 ) => x2 + y = z2
end
spec NatRotate =
s o r t Num
op z e r o : Num
preds suc2
8
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__<−__ : Num∗Num
%%% <− i s l i n e a r o r d e r
f o r a l l x , y , z : Num
. n o t ( x <− x )
%a n t i −sym%
. x <− y / \ y <− z => x <− z
%t r a n s i t i v e%
. x <− y \ / x = y \ / y <− x
%l i n e a r%
%%% p r e d e c e s s o r
. s u c 2 ( x , y ) / \ s u c 2 ( x , z ) => y = z
%s u c 2 _ f u n c t i o n a l%
. s u c 2 ( x , z ) / \ s u c 2 ( y , z ) => x = y
%s u c 2 _ i n j e c t i v e%
. e x i s t s a : Num . s u c 2 ( a , x )
%s u c 2 _ i n v e r s e _ t o t a
%%% z e r o h a s no s u c c e s s o r 2
. not ( suc2 ( zero , x ) )
%z e r o _ n o _ s u c c e s s o r
end
%%% g e n e r i c s p a c e
spec Generic =
s o r t Num
op z e r o : Num
p r e d s n e x t : Num ∗ Num
l e s s : Num ∗ Num
%%% l e s s i s s t r i c t l i n e a r o r d e r
f o r a l l x , y , z : Num
. not ( l e s s ( x , x ) )
. l e s s ( x , y ) / \ l e s s ( y , z ) => l e s s ( x , z )
. less (x , y) \/ x = y \/ less (y , x)
%%% n e x t
. n e x t ( x , y ) / \ n e x t ( x , z ) => y = z
. n e x t ( x , z ) / \ n e x t ( y , z ) => x = y
end

%l e s s _ a n t i −sym%
%l e s s _ t r a n s i t i v e
%l e s s _ l i n e a r%

%n e x t _ f u n c t i o n a l
%n e x t _ i n j e c t i v e%

%%%v i e w s
view I 1 : G e n e r i c t o NatSuc =
z e r o |−> z e r o , l e s s |−> __ <__ , n e x t |−> s u c
view I 2 : G e n e r i c t o N a t R o t a t e =
z e r o |−> z e r o , l e s s |−> __<−__ , n e x t |−> s u c 2

spec Colimit =
combine I1 , I 2
end
The colimit is as expected inconsistent, and recognised as such very quickly by the eprover
system which is integrated in HETS. So we weaken the input theories by not mapping axioms
about the limiting properties of the origin. In this case, the colimit is shown in figure 2.
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logic CASL.FOL=
sorts Num
op __+__ : Num * Num -> Num
op zero : Num
pred less : Num * Num
pred suc2 : Num * Num
forall x : Num . not less(x, x) %(Ax1)%
forall x, y, z : Num . less(x, y) /\ less(y, z) => less(x, z)
%(Ax2)%
forall x, y : Num . less(x, y) \/ x = y \/ less(y, x) %(Ax3)%
forall x, y : Num
. less(x, y)
<=> suc2(x, y) \/ exists sx : Num . suc2(x, sx) /\ less(sx, y)
%(Ax4)%
forall x : Num . exists a : Num . suc2(x, a) %(Ax7)%
forall x, y : Num . suc2(x, y) => less(zero, y) %(Ax8)%
forall x, y, x’, y’ : Num
. less(x, y) /\ suc2(x, x’) /\ suc2(y, y’) => less(x’, y’) %(Ax9)%
forall y : Num . zero + y = y %(Ax10)%
forall x, y, z, x’, z’ : Num
. x + y = z /\ suc2(x, x’) /\ suc2(z, z’) => x’ + y = z’ %(Ax11)%
forall x, y, z : Num . suc2(x, y) /\ suc2(x, z) => y = z %(Ax4_15)%
forall x, y, z : Num . suc2(x, z) /\ suc2(y, z) => x = y %(Ax5_16)%
forall x : Num . exists a : Num . suc2(a, x) %(Ax6_17)%

Figure 2: Colimit theory

7

Comments

The colimit theory is reasonable as a first approach: I believe all the axioms hold of the integers,
in particular:
• The order is that of a discrete linear order with no first or last element, as it should be.
• The properties of addition enforced are true in the integers.
• The relationship between successor and order is also as expected for the integers.
In addition, a conservative extension can supply constants for integers, since we can show that
there is a unique x which succeeds 0 (call it 1), similarly for 2, etc; and there is a unique x such
that 0 is its successor (call it -1), and so on. And we can show from uniqueness properties that
−1 + 1 = 0, for example.
However, since we do not have induction here, it is presumably not provable that addition
has an inverse. There is possibly a way around this, by using HolCASL to give second-order
versions of induction axioms that correspond to first-order schemas. As long as HDTP can work
with a first-order formulation as above, we can keep our original planned overall system. Within
CASL, a semantic version of the strengthened axiomatisation is possible by using generated types
10
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(for natural numbers), and related constructs in the integer constraints. This is worthy of future
investigations.
There are of course different ways to use blending for current purposes. Even using this
approach, while it is obvious given our purpose which axioms to drop, it is hard so far to see how
to prioritise this particular weakening here. What role is geometrical or spatial intuition playing?

7.1

Complex Numbers

The complex numbers example is one which historically took many years to be established in
mathematics, and is therefore a hard case to model. Nevertheless we present this work as showing
that a rational reconstruction of the modern understanding of complex numbers is possible using
the techniques we describe below.
7.1.1

Formal Statement of Problem

The complex numbers can be looked at as a blend between the geometrical notion of normed real
vector space, and the algebraic notion of a field.
The general case As a normed real vector space V , we have axioms (in a first-order sorted
presentation, with two sorts, one for vectors and one for scalars, in this case reals) as follows.
• The ordered field axioms for R:
1. R with +R , real 0 and unary -R form a commutative group;
2. R without the real 0, with ×R , 1 and -1R form a commutative group;
3. and ×R distributes over +R .
4. ≤ is a total order on R, which respects addition, and the product of positive numbers
is positive.
• The elements of V form a commutative group with identity 0 and inverse operation (here as
prefix minus).
∀x, y : V
∀x, y, z : V

x+y = y+x

(1)

(x + y) + z = x + (y + x)

(2)

∀x : V

x+0 = x

(3)

∀x : V

x + (−x) = 0

(4)

• Interaction between field operations and vector operations. Here the field is the real numbers, operations are written with subscript R; 1 is the field multiplicative identity.
∀x, y : V ∀λ : R

λ (x + y) = λ x + λ y

(5)

∀x : V ∀λ , µ : R

(λ +R µ)x = λ x + µx

(6)

∀x : V ∀λ , µ : R
∀x : V
611553
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• Finally there is a norm on the vector space (giving the size of vectors): k.k : V → R, with
associated axioms.
∀x : V

kxk ≥ 0

(9)

∀x : V

kxk > 0 ↔ x 6= 0

(10)

∀x : V ∀λ : R

kλ xk = |λ | ×R kxk

∀x, y, z : V

kx + yk ≤ kxk + kyk

(11)
(12)

On the other side, we have the field axioms, which are already part of the vector space axiomatisation. The desired generalised theory linking the axiomatisations will not use that link, but it
is an obvious common feature of the two axiomatisations.
For completeness, here is an axiomatisation.
• F with +F , 0F , -F is a commutative group:
∀x, y : F
∀x, y, z : F

x +F y = y +F x

(13)

(x +F y) +F z = x +F (y +F x)

(14)

∀x : F

x +F 0F = x

(15)

∀x : F

x +F (-F x) = 0F

(16)

• F apart from 0F with ×F , 1F , -1F is a commutative group.
Here use a subtype F6=0 of F with an obvious definition.
∀x, y : F6=0
∀x, y, z : F6=0

x ×F y = y ×F x

(17)

(x ×F y) ×F z = x ×F (y ×F x)

(18)

∀x : F6=0

x ×F 1F = x

(19)

∀x : F6=0

-1F

(20)

x ×F x

= 1F

• Distributivity:
∀x, y, z : F

x ×F (y +F z) = (x ×F y) +F (x ×F z)

(21)

We may now make clear what we are looking for in a blend. First, we are working in firstorder sorted logic, and the morphisms should map formulae to formulae while respecting the
logical form of our formulae. The generic theory should look for a morphism which maps axioms
into axioms (or perhaps theorems) of both input theories. And the blend should include aspects of
both theories, while respecting the generic aspects.
There are a couple of obvious, but non-creative, answers to the problem as stated.
1. Since the theory of the reals appears in both input spaces, we can take that to be the generic
space.
In this case we get nothing new, the blend is identical to the vector space theory.
12
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2. Much more interestingly, the generic space can identify the addition operation in the theory
of the reals with the addition operation on vectors (in both cases these are abelian groups).
In this case, the blend says that the operations on vectors should include vector multiplication, following the example of real multiplication.
The latter case we happen to know to be consistent, because the zero-dimensional real vector
space is a model (in which there is only one (zero) vector).
This is not taking us where we want to go, so far, because we have not insisted that the vector
space is two-dimensional. We can do this, by adding to the vector space axioms.
Two-dimensional case We now give ourselves products of sorts and pairings directly, and then
work with a refinement of normed vector spaces, i.e. one where the axioms, suitably interpreted,
hold, as well as the two-dimensionality axioms, again suitably interpreted.
So, work with pairs of reals:
(x1 , y1 ) + (x2 , y2 ) =def (x1 +R x2 , y1 +R y2 )

(22)

0 =def (0, 0)

(23)

−(x, y) =def (-R x, -R y)

(24)

λ (x, y) =def (λ ×R x, λ ×R y)
2

(25)
2

k(x, y)k = ((x ×R x) +R (y ×R y))

(26)

We can in fact show that, with these conditions, we do indeed have a real (normed) vector space.
Now we can look at the blend of 2-dimensional vector spaces with the real field. Again we can
look to see whether the blend is consistent, i.e. is there some multiplication operation over vectors
that turns the vectors into a field?
A way to show that the blend here is consistent (assuming the input spaces are) is to provide
definitions of multiplication, identity and inverse in terms of what we already have, satisfying
the extra field axioms. Such abbreviational definitions are guaranteed to yield a conservative
extension, so not to introduce new inconsistency.
For the case of complex numbers, the standard definitions are at hand (finding them from
scratch is of course a different matter, and is discussed in §9).
1 =def (1, 0)

(27)

(x1 , y1 ) × (x2 , y2 ) =def ((x1 ×R x2 ) +R (-R (y1 ×R y2 )),
(x1 ×R y2 ) +R (y1 ×R x2 ))
−1

(x, y)

=def k(x, y)k

−2R

(x, -R y)

(28)
(29)

(where the inverse square operation is shorthand for the obvious thing).
The preservation of norm under multiplication While the norm operation seems to have
played little role so far, we note the importance to the historical development of the role of one of
the properties of the usual Euclidean norm.
The following is part of the presentation in Conway and D. A. Smith (2003):
611553
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The geometrical properties of the complex numbers follow from the fact that they
form a composition algebra for the Euclidean norm1
N(x + iy) = x2 + y2
which means that
N(z1 z2 ) = N(z1 )N(z2 ).
This
pentails that multiplication by a fixed (non-zero) number z0 multiplies all lengths
by N(z0 ); . . .

(Conway and D. A. Smith, 2003)
Their claim depends on the fact that, in a real vector space, a Euclidean norm with this compositional property uniquely determines the corresponding inner product – (see Faraut and Koranyi,
1994 for justification of the claim).
At any event, this compositionality for norms played an important role in Hamilton’s discovery
of Hamiltonians, where he says of the property:
. . . without which consistence being verified, I should have regarded the whole speculation as a failure.
(Hamilton, 1844a)
The importance of this property suggests that the blending process should not concentrate
entirely on axioms. While our earlier thoughts on blending focused exclusively on operations
on sets of axioms, it is quite possible to include other statements such as key theorems in the
formalism associated with the initial theory.
In the case of complex numbers, this is the statement
kz1 .z2 k2 = kz1 k2 .kz2 k2
using a less fussy notation than that above. The centrality of this feature is further emphasised
by Argand’s discussion of the role of absolute magnitude in his description both of real and complex numbers Argand, 1813, one of the first expositions of the modern understanding of complex
numbers.
The role of key properties associated with a particular theory is reminiscent of Lakatos’s characterisation of the hard core properties of a scientific research programme: features which are
central to the identity of the theory and not to be given up, unlike other dispensable features (Lakatos, 1974). Work in belief revision has also made use of the notion of epistemic retrenchment to
explain choice aming competing possible theory revisions.
1 Conway
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Implementation

In order to automate the process of discovering blends between theories, we employ the Hets system (Mossakowski, Maeder and Lüttich, 2007). Hets supports reasoning about logical theories
and relationships between them (it also supports reasoning about relationships between different
logics, though we make no use of this for present purposes). It will generate proof obligations
when claims are made about relationships, such as that everything provable in one theory is provable in another theory, under some translation into different syntax. It is thus well suited to help
in organising and verifying claims about analogical inference.
When Hets is given signature morphisms between theories (a particular case of translations
that preserve provability), it can compute a colimit which is the categorical equivalent of what
we have thus far referred to as a blend. In order to compute a blend between two theories, we
must first calculate the signature morphisms defining the generic space which is common to both
theories. To do this we exploit the HDTP software (Gust, Kühnberger and U. Schmidt, 2006; M.
Schmidt, 2010) which computes a generalised version of the input theories.
Specification using DOL In order to specify a theory, and to further define signature morphisms we use the DOL specification language (Lange et al., 2012). For our example of complex
numbers we use the CASL logic (Bidoit and Mosses, 2004) to describe the theories. Initially we
define the signature of an ordered field and a two-dimensional vector space. The specification
files themselves are too big to show here but can be found in full online in the Ontohub system
at http://ontohub.org/complex-blend/complex_blend. For the purposes of exposition we
show simplified files here. Below is part of a definition of an ordered field, and part of a definition
of a vector space:
spec Field =
sort Real
ops
0:Real;
__ + __: Real * Real -> Real;
- __
: Real -> Real;
__ * __: Real * Real -> Real
forall x,y:Real
. x+0=x
%f_plus_ident%
. x+y=y+x %f_com_plus%
. x+(-x)=0 %f_plus_inv%
end
spec VectorSpace =
sort Real
free type Vec ::= pair(r:Real;c:Real)
ops
vzero:
Vec;
0:
Real;
vmi __:
Vec -> Vec;
__ vpl __: Vec * Vec -> Vec
forall x,y:Vec;
. x vpl vzero = x;
%v_plus_ident%
. x vpl y = y vpl x
%v_com_plus%
611553
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. x vpl (vmi x) = zero %v_plus_inv%
end

This mirrors the exposition given for the definitions given for a field and vector space, introducing
a pair type to indicate that we want to develop a theory of two-dimensional vectors. This gives
us the following diagram. Ax(F) are the axioms of the real ordered field, and Ax(NV S2) are the
axioms of a normed two-dimensional vectors space. The ? correspond to the signature morphisms
that will be calculated by HDTP and Hets.

Gen
?

?


-

-

?

Ax(F)


Ax(NVS2)

?

Blend
Calculation of Generic Space Since a vector space itself comprises an ordered field, there is a
generic space which is calculated using identity morphisms which reproduces the vector space in
the blend, as described in §7.1.1. We are interested here in a morphism which identifies a different
morphism between the two theories. We exploit the HDTP system to generate the following
signature morphism:
0

←G→ f

zero

→G→v

vzero

(30)

+

←G→ f

plus

→G→v

vpl

(31)

−

←G→ f

minus

→G→v

vmi

(32)

which generates the following Generic space in Hets:
spec Gen =
sort Generic
ops
__ plus __: Generic * Generic -> Generic;
zero:
Generic;
minus __:
Generic -> Generic
forall x,y,z:Generic
. x plus zero=x
%gen_plus_ident%
. x plus y=y plus x
%gen_com_plus%
. x plus (minus x) = zero %gen_plus_inv%
end
We now have a calculated definition of a generic space by which we can calculate a colimit. We
need first to indicate in Hets using the DOL language how the signature morphism calculated by
HDTP is specified:
16
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view I1: Gen
__ plus __
zero
minus __

to Field =
|-> __ + __,
|-> 0,
|-> - __

view I2: Gen
__ plus __
zero
minus __

to VectorSpace =
|-> __ vpl __,
|-> vzero,
|-> vmi __

Gen

G→v

G→ f



-

Ax(NVS2)


-

?

Ax(F)
?

Blend
It now remains to establish the signature morphisms to the computed colimit. The resulting theory
is the blend of the ordered real field and the two dimensional vector space.
Calculation of Colimit (Blend) Hets automatically computes the colimit by determining which
laws must be associated with symbols in the blend. The symbol plus from the Generic theory is
now both associated with field addition from the ordered field and vector addition from the two
dimensional vector space. The effect of this is that the two dimensional vector space “inherits” the
notion of multiplication from the ordered real field. For the complex numbers this is indeed what
we want, and we also inherit a definition of multiplicative inverse for vectors. We henceforth refer
to the theory expressed in the colimit as Cα0 . See §9 for a further discussion on how a theory of
the complex numbers is consistent with these notions of vector multiplication.

7.2

Data Structures

Data structures are defined using concise grammars exploiting elements of type theory, and through
recursion allow for interesting complexity. We have investigated the possibility of using conceptual blending as a means for incrementally constructing complexity in data structures. In this
section we develop an example which discovers a definition of binary trees with data at the nodes,
by initially considering non-recursive data structures.
7.2.1

Calculation of Generic Space and Colimit

In what follows we present the process of using blending to calculate new data structures. As in
the case of complex numbers, this requires the calculation of a Generic space and the computation
of a colimit. We once again exploit the HDTP software to discover commonalities and define a
611553
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Generic space and a set of signature morphisms. We use the Hets system to calculate the colimit
given the input spaces described and the calculated Generic space.
7.2.2

Creating Recursion using Blending

Consider two non-recursive data structures based on the notion of pairs:
spec Pair1 =
sort S1,S2
free type Pair ::= nil | c(S1,S2)
end
spec Pair2 =
sort S1,S2
free type Pair ::= c(S1,S2)
end
which are fairly uninteresting in themselves as data structures. However one can use the notions
of conceptual blending to create a recursively defined data structure. If one defines a generic
specification to be
spec Gen =
sort G1
sort G2
end
then it is possible to exploit the colimit calculation in Hets to generate a definition of a new data
structure by assigning these types to different parts within each pair structure:
view I1: Gen to Pair1 =
G1 |-> Pair,
G2 |-> S2
view I2: Gen to Pair2 =
G1 |-> Pair,
G2 |-> Pair
spec Colimit =
combine I1,I2
which generates a new specification:
spec Blend =
sorts S1,S2,S1’,S2’
free type S2 = c(S1,S2)|nil|c’(S1’,S2’)
end
18
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which is a description which contains a recursively defined datatype S2, similar to a typical definition of a linked list. There is a terminating element nil and a recursively defined constructor c.
On account of the colimit calculation there is also another terminating element defined by a nonrecursuvely defined constructor c’. Figure 7.2.2 shows graphically how taking a generic space
of just two sorts and attributing them to similar non-recursive pair types allows recursion to be
introduced via the calculation of a colimit. The key is that G2 in the generic space GEN is both
mapped in the signature morphism to the second element of the PAIR2, and PAIR1 itself. G1 then
maps to both PAIR1 and PAIR2 ensuring that the colimit must contain a recursively defined pair
as shown the BLEND type in Figure 7.2.2.

Figure 3: Using the concept of blend to introduce the notion of recursion in datastructures

7.2.3

Discovering a Binary Tree

Following on from using concept blending to discover recursion, we show an example of how
blending can be used to create new structures, and in particular how it is possible to use the
blending process to define constraints for functions which could be discovered about such data
structures.
The intuition here is that if we take a standard definition of a linked list and a pair, then if we
blend the concept of pair into the recursive element of the linked list then this should constitute a
binary tree with data at the nodes.
Naïve Attempt

Let us initially define again a definition of pair, this time of like-typed elements:

spec Pair =
sort S
611553
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free type Pair ::= (first:S,second:S)
end
and now define the concept of a linked list
spec Linked_list =
sort S
free type List ::= nil | cons(head:?S,tail:?List)
end
and define a generic space once again with two sorts:
spec Gen =
sort G1
sort G2
end
in order to attribute the pair type to the recursive element of linked list we want to try and define a
signature morphism as:
view I1: Gen to Pair =
G1 |-> Pair,
G2 |-> S
view I2: Gen to Pair2 =
G1 |-> List
G2 |-> List
computing the colimit according to this morphism results in a theory:
spec Blend =
sorts S,Tree
free type Tree ::= nil
| cons(head:?S,tail:?Tree)
| pair(first:Tree,second:Tree)
which is not the concept blend one would expect or want. What we want is for the tail element of
the cons to be a pair of trees, which is no reflected in this data structure. Unfortunately this data
structure is also inconsistent as the destructor functions first and second are defined as total
in the Pair type, but cannot be in the free type Tree since there are other ways of defining an
element of the type.
One could redefine pair as
spec Pair =
sort S
free type Pair ::= (first:?S,second:?S)
end
20
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so as to define the blend:
spec Blend =
sorts S,Tree
free type Tree ::= nil
| cons(head:?S,tail:?Tree)
| pair(first:?Tree,second:?Tree)
which is consistent and describes a more complicated structure than a binary tree as it allows
construction of a mix between a binary tree with data at the nodes, and one with data at the leaves.
Attempt with Weakening We can investigate the possibility of weakening certain theories before we compute a colimit and determine a blend. Consider revisiting the above example with a
weakened definition of linked list:
spec Linked_list =
sorts S1,S2
free type List ::= nil | cons(head:?S1,tail:?S2)
end
and now defining a signature morphism which is:
view I1: Gen to Pair =
G1 |-> Pair,
G2 |-> S
view I2: Gen to Pair2 =
G1 |-> S2
G2 |-> List
The calculation of the colimit now results in the blend theory:
spec Blend =
sorts S
free type Tree ::= nil | cons(head:?S,tail:?Pair)
Pair ::= pair(left:Tree,right:Tree)
which is a typical definition of a data structure describing a binary tree with data at the nodes.
7.2.4

Function Construction

We have shown that concept blending via the computation of colimits can discover new definitions
of data structures. A potentially more interesting question is how the colimit computation deals
with functions defined on these datatypes. Let us consider introducing some functions to the
example in 7.2.2. Imagine we define functions on the definition of Pair1:
611553
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spec Pair1 =
sort S1,S2
free type Pair ::= nil | c(S1,S2)
ops
func __
: Pair -> Pair
func2 __
: S2 -> Pair
func3 __ __: S1 * Pair -> Pair
forall x:S1,y:S2
. func nil = nil
. func c(x,y) = func3 x (func2 y)
end
where we leave the precise definitions of the functions in this incomplete form. When the Colimit
is calculated as in Section 7.2.2, the types of the functions become:
spec Blend =
sorts S1,S2,S1’,S2’
free type S2 = c(S1,S2)|nil|c’(S1’,S2’)
ops
func __
: S2 -> S2
func2 __
: S2 -> S2
func3 __ __ : S1 * S2 -> S2
forall x:S1,y:S2
. func nil = nil
. func c(x,y) = func3 x (func2 y)
end
as can be seen, the definition of func2 has now become recursive just allowing us to use the
notion of “schemes” (Montano, n.d.) to discover recursive function on the newly defined recursive
datatype. For example we can use the IsaScheme system (Montano, n.d.) to generate instantiations
for func3 and func2. See §9 for a more detailed discussion on how scheme based approaches can
be employed to discover function definitions.

7.3

Analogy in Data Structures

The following example is taken from an exam given to computer science students, and to which
the notion of blending applies. Imagine we have defined a new datatype:
spec Fatlist =
sorts S,Fatlist
free type Fatlist ::= nil
| cons(S,Fatlist)
| append(Fatlist,Fatlist)
the questions for the students are:
22
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1. Define variants of the list functions length, reverse and map for fat lists. Define a function
null : Fatlist -> bool which tells if a fat list is empty (contains no elements) or not.
2. For some type T, define a function fold : (S * T -> T) -> T -> Fatlist -> T that
is analogous to foldr on lists. Give a function f and a value v such that fold f v l is null
l for all fat lists l. Give a function g and a value w such that fold g w l is length l for
all fat lists l.
We can exploit blending to determine the answers to some of these questions. Let us define
the theory of lists with a function for reverse:
spec List =
sorts S,List
free type List ::= nil
| cons(S,List)
ops
reverse __: List -> List
append __ __ : List * List -> List
forall h:S;t,x:List
. reverse nil = nil
. reverse cons(h,t) = append (reverse t) cons(h,nil)
. append nil x = x
. append cons(h,t) x = cons(h,append t x)
end
Now let us determine the generic space by examining the commonality between Fatlist and List:
spec Generic =
sorts S,Gen
free type Gen ::= nil
| cons(S,Gen)
allows an incomplete theory to be defined for Fatlist when a colimit is calculated. If we assign
a signature morphism:
view I1: Gen to List =
S |-> S,
Gen |-> List,
nil |-> nil,
cons |-> cons
view I2: Gen to Fatlist =
S |-> S,
Gen |-> Fatlist,
nil |-> nil,
cons |-> cons
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spec Blend =
combine I1,I2
the colimit becomes a theory:
spec List =
sorts S,T
free type T ::= nil
| cons(S,T) | append(T,T)
ops
reverse __: T -> T
append __ __ : T * T -> T
forall h:S;t,x:T
. reverse nil = nil
. reverse cons(h,t) = append (reverse t) cons(h,nil)
. append nil x = x
. append cons(h,t) x = cons(h,append t x)
end
now note how functions have been defined on the new datatype T. Now we need to construct the
missing cases for the function reverse:
reverse append(t1,t2) = append(reverse t2,reverse t1)
In order to tackle the second question we need to extend our analysis to a higher order setting.
Our implementation here is incomplete, but it is still possible given a rich enough logic to express
the properties we need. If we define foldr on lists to be
f oldr f i [] = i
f oldr f i cons(h,t) =

f (h, f oldr( f , i,t))

then this gets propagated to the colimit where the definition holds on the new type Fatlist. See §9
for a discussion of how this can be done.
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Formalised examples

In this section we present some formalised examples of blending in mathematics. These example
are not fully implemented yet and are presented here as partially formalised ideas for investigation.

8.1

Quaternions and Octonians

The discovery of the quaternions is an example of a significant mathematical breakthrough. It may
very well prove hard to give a convincing route to machine discovery of the notion, starting with
the examples of the reals and the complex numbers.
There is quite a lot known about the historical context, which should relate at least anecdotally
to the process of discovery.
The story of the discovery is presented for example by Waerden (1976). A rational reconstruction of the discovery process is in Hersh (2011), along with some other examples that are worth
looking at. Not least, Hamilton himself wrote about how he found his way to the quaternions —
there is a letter by him written immediately after the discovery (Hamilton, 1844a). There are many
hints that analogy was playing a crucial role; for example there are 11 occurrences of “analogy”
or “analogous” in Hamilton (1844b).
John Baez has written about the historical context in a mathematically informed way (Baez,
2002). For a recent account of the still active research around the quaternions and octonions, see
the book Conway and D. A. Smith (2003), and Baez’s review (Baez, 2005). Various of Hamilton’s
mathematical writings are available on-line.2
As for looking at the topic in terms of blends, Alexander has a section on imaginary numbers
which mentions quaternions and octonions (Alexander, 2011, Sec 8), and Lakoff and Núñez (2000)
give some analysis of the situation also.
8.1.1

Quaternions as a blend

The quaternions can be considered as a candidate for discovery using the frameworks described in
§3. Below we describe some considerations when formalising the discovering of the quaternions
as a blend.
• As for complex numbers, look for a blend of the notion of a field with that of a normed real
vector space. In this case we consider the 3-dimensional real vector space by supposing a
basis of three vectors of unit size, mutually perpendicular.
• The blend corresponding to that in the 2-dimensional case will turn out to be inconsistent.
We can hope that this inconsistency can be noticed by our system; it should be reported in
some way.
• Here we can imagine being proposed some weakening of either the field axioms, or those
of the normed vector space;
2 e.g.
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• Alternatively we can consider looking at the 4-dimensional case.
In this case, a consistent blend can be formed, provided the commutativity axiom is dropped
from the field axioms. We’d like to get out the definition for multiplication of quaternions
here.
This says that the quaternions are somewhere in the space of blends, where we allow weakening of input theories, and looking at different dimensions.
This will however not be very close to the discovery route taken by Hamilton, who used in
a Lakatos-like way the failure of the attempted construction of an algebra over 3 dimensions to
point to the right answer in the 4-dimensional case. The next section gives Hamilton’s account of
the discovery.
8.1.2

The discovery
No more important, or indeed fundamental question, in the whole Theory of Quaternions, can be proposed than that which thus inquires What is such MULTIPLICATION? What are its Rules, its Objects, its Results? What Analogies exist between it
and other Operations, which have received the same general Name? And finally, what
is (if any) its Utility?
Letter from Sir W. R. Hamilton to Rev. Archibald H. Hamilton
dated August 5, 1865, (Hamilton, 1855)

Hamilton spend a long time trying to find a notion of multiplication of vectors in a three dimensional real vector space, which was intended to include the complex numbers as a substructure.
The discovery of a correct notion of multiplication falls into the category of refinement described
in §9 and is a very challenging problem.

8.2

Projectile Motion

In this section we consider how it is possible to combine mathematical theories describing motion
in one dimension to that in two dimensions. Often this motion is referred to as projectile motion
and can be generalised to arbitrary dimensions. The idea is to use the notion of conceptual blending
to automatically discover a theory which allows calculation of projectile paths in more than one
dimension.
8.2.1

Motion in general

Suppose we are looking at motion under a constant force in an n-dimensional space. Here is a
small theory describing the situation. Here we have some sort declarations and some definitions,
using closed interval notation, and some form of the physical equational theory. This is meant to
model the motion of a point mass under a constant force.
We assume we are working with an n-dimensional vector space V . Here we take a single body
of mass m to be at the origin at time 0.
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t1 : R≥0
m : R≥0
Time = [0,t1 ]
v0 : V
F :V
x : Time → V
v : Time → V
Physical theory

A model for this theory is given by a set of values for the parameters (t1 , v0 , F) which therefore
determine the trajectory, using the physics, by giving the position and velocity functions over the
interval [0,t1 ].
In terms of categories, we can work with the category of twice differentiable functions from
closed intervals in the reals to real normed vector spaces. From the usual category of vector
spaces, we get projection morphisms into subspaces; we therefore get “projections” also of paths
into such spaces. These projections are continuous w.r.t. the norm. Let’s use P(Vn ) for such paths
in n-dimensional spaces.
Given a 2-D vector space V , we then have a unique decomposition of V as the product of two
1-dimensional spaces, VF based on vector F, and its orthogonal subspace VF⊥ . In fact, we can
already be a bit more general: just take the given V to be a finite-dimensional space, which we
decompose into a 1-d space based on the force vector, and the orthogonal subspace.
We can now look at the two cases, one in 1-D with constant force, and the other in (n − 1)-D
with zero force. Here there are easy known solutions.
Now the inherited product structure allows us to combine the solutions to solve the given
problem.

8.2.2

Generic case

Since we are looking for the blend diamond shape to appear, what should we expect for the generic
space?
The usual blend based on a syntactic view of theories uses a pushout. So we expect on the
model side to look for a pullback.
It looks like the answer here is to make use of the zero-dimensional vector space: this has a
single vector 0, and of course x.0 = 0 for every real x. Then there is a category of (necessarily
smooth) maps from closed real intervals into this vector space. Call it P(V0 ).
So the claim is that we have a pull back, where each π is a projection:
611553
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P(Vn )
π

π


-

-

π

P(Vn−1 )


P(V1 )

π

P(V0 )
It looks as though everything is thrown away by the time we get to P(V0 ); however what is kept
is the existence of a smooth function from a particular closed interval [0,t1 ] to some vector space.
This is the commonality that must be inherited in the other, syntactic, direction. Furthermore the
physics expressed for the general finite-dimensional case holds in the degenerate case of V0 also.
8.2.3

The syntactic view

To fill in the story more, we should consider how this works out on the more usual presentation of
blends, which concentrates on the theories involved, rather than the structures.
A good place to look here is chapter 5 of Barwise and Seligman (1997), in particular section
5.1, which looks at the related situation for classifications. There the authors show that where
there are two classifications, the sum of the classifications is given by types (roughly, formulas)
from either classification, tagged to distinguish their origin; and the tokens (roughly, models) are
given by the Cartesian product of pairs of tokens from the two classifications.
So this works nicely here:
• The underlying physics is shared everywhere in the blend.
• The generic theory forces sharing of the time period between the two constituents of the
blend.
• The two paths over the shared time are completely independent.
• The sum of the theories of the two paths is realised by importing different versions of
v0 , F, x, v into the blend.
• Since we happen to have a good product structure available in the blend, pairs of assertions
about the subspaces combine easily into single assertions about the product space.
8.2.4

Comments

• This is a case where the two sides of blending (syntactic/semantic) both give us something
interesting. It is open how much of this we want to or will be able to take forward in
COINVENT.
• This would be a good example to work through with Hets.
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• There is a general notion here of sum of theories where we are interested in two instances
of entities defined by the theory, that have no dependence between them. Maybe this needs
special attention.
• This is a case where HDTP will want to generalise much more than is appropriate. This
may not be a problem — the envisaged scenario is that we start with a given problem, and
want to see it as a blend, so the sub-problems cannot be taken to be the same.
• Finally, something can presumably be done where the subspaces chosen are not orthogonal,
with a bit more work. Still, the product/sum structure is something we should surely be
aware of in particular.

8.3

Symmetry Examples

Another potential area of exploration is that of symmetry considerations. In mathematics, often
considering potential symmetries of a problem can lead to simplified calculations. The motivation
here is to calculate a blend of two theories which are symmetries of each other. This is similar to
the notion of the integers given in §3, but is extended to a more general case.
8.3.1

The problem

A version of the problem appears in van Fraassen (1989).
In the situation depicted in figure 4, the vertical line represents a river; the farmer B leaves his
farm at point B with a bucket which he will fill with water at the river and take to the geese at point
G. What is the shortest path to achieve this?

B

G

Figure 4: Initial problem layout
One way to solve this is to look at straight line paths via an intermediate point on the river, work
out the distance as a function of the position of the intermediate point, and identify the minimum
where the derivative vanishes. There is an alternative, geometrical argument using symmetry
though.
In a footnote, van Fraassen (1989) credits Martin (1982) with an exposition of the symmetry
argument; he also points out that Ostrowski (1968) describes the two solution methods, and relates
these to Fermat’s reasoning about optical reflection.
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Now let us suppose or imagine that there is a mirror image set-up on the other side of the river
(farmer A takes water to some Hens); seeing that this would simplify the solution feels like the
most creative step in finding the solution.

B

A

H

G

Figure 5: symmetric version of problem

How can this help solve the original problem?
Suppose B goes to the river at some point P and on to the geese, as in figure 6. From the
symmetry of the situation, there is a corresponding path for farmer A. Now the distances AP, BP
are the same, as are PH and PG. So all four paths (starting from A or B, ending at G or H) have
the same length. Thus the minimal path from B to G corresponds to the minimal path from B to
H. But in that case the straight line BH crosses the river, so must be the solution. The shortest path
therefore goes via P’.

B

A
0

P

P
H

G

Figure 6: Using symmetry
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Blend formulation

As for the example of projectile motion, there are two complementary analyses of the situation, one
using syntactic theories used to describe the configurations in question, and another that looks at
the mathematical structures involved and relations between them (i.e. the models of our theories).
Let’s look at the latter first.
We can work here with subsets of Euclidean two-dimensional space; let’s suppose these are
convex, to simplify arguments about paths. Any such convex set X also has a (possibly empty) set
of paths; here, paths are given by continuous functions f : [0, 1] → X, that are piecewise smooth
(since we care about their lengths).
What we want here for morphisms is not isometry of the geometrical spaces concerned, since
distance is not always preserved, but the weaker notion of path isometry, a.k.a. arcwise isometry
which preserves the length of curves — see for example Gromov (1999).
The following commutative diagram gives one way to look at the situation.

Id

Id
M
Id

π

π

geometrical symmetry
Here:
• The bottom object is a closed half-plane, with a path;
• The other objects are planes, with a distinguished axis;
• The morphism M is the mirror mapping based on the distinguised axis.
• The projection π maps the plane, and also any paths, into the half plane — using coordinates,
if reflecting around the y-axis, it maps point (x, y) to (−|x|, y). This preserves path length.
• The commutativity condition here is taken to mean that M and Id are equal (extensionally).
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Claim 1 In the diagram, the top-most object and two arrows form the limit of the remaining part
of the diagram.
This is thus similar to a pull-back, with however extra arrows between the two “input” spaces.
Syntactic formulation For the complementary syntactic version, with arrows in the opposite
direction, we need to find congenial axiomatisations for the spaces in question (closed half-plane
with paths, plane with distinguished axes and paths); a cut-down version where paths are just for
piecewise straight lines would be enough.
Computing the co-limit should be very easy, assuming the claim above is correct.
Comments It is pleasing that the diagram has the same symmetry as the problem. The diamondlike shape comes from the fact that we are looking at a symmetry of order two, though. And all
the action happens in the bottom triangle – the “blend” is equal to either of the input spaces here.
So, although this has pretty much the overall shape we are looking for, this is giving us in fact
a way to think about (reflective) symmetry. The symmetry allows us to produce a quotient space
by identifying points that correspond under the symmetry.
8.3.3

An alternative?

Below is an alternative forumulation using a different diagram, at the level of the plane/half plane
structure. Here the arrows go in the opposite direction. Arrows as before are path isometries.

ιl

ιr

Id

R

building the symmetrical space

Here:
• The morphism R produces the mirror image of the half plane, and any paths.
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• The injections ιl , ιr map the half planes into the whole plane as respectively the left and right
regions.
Claim 2 The diagram gives the symmetric plane as a push-out of the two symmetric variants of
the half plane.
In this case, the formation of the amplified version of the problem comes from computing the
push-out of the structures. I do not know what to make of this, in the context of a possible general
account of creativity in mathematics.
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9

Refinement

When a theory is created by computing a colimit, the resulting blend does not necessarily contain
the information necessary for explicit definitions for its function symbols. An interesting problem
is to determine whether a refinement can be defined which obeys the laws of the colimit and
provides a more concrete theory – for example giving definitions for function symbols. HETS
provides a way of extracting the proof obligations which are required to show that a refinement is
indeed possible in this sense.
Since the ultimate aim of a system such as HETS is to refine to a theory which is computable,
each refinement operation is referred to as stepwise refinement. If a theory A refines theory B, and
hence is more concrete than A, then we say B is an abstraction of A and write
B

9.1

A

Simple Example

As a simple example let us consider https://ontohub.org/complex-blend/test.dol, which
is a specification of an example small theory. Here a theory Gen is created which specifies operations zero,plus and minus. The usual field axioms apply to this operation. We also introduce a
theory Vec, and want to show that Vec Gen, when the vector operations are associated with the
field axioms in Gen. Below we show the fragment of the specification for Gen and Vec pertaining
to the commutativity of symbols plus, vpl and +:
spec Gen =
sort Gen_type
ops
__ plus __: Gen_type * Gen_type -> Gen_type;
forall x,y: Gen_type
. x plus y = y plus x %com_plus%
end
spec Vec =
sort Real
free type Vec ::= pair(x:Real;y:Real)
ops
__ + __: Real * Real -> Real;
op __ vpl__ : Vec * Vec -> Vec;
forall x,y: Real
. x + y = y + x
. pair(x,y) vpl pair(z,t) = pair(x+z,y+t)
end
Crucially there is a definition for vplus in the theory of Vec, and the commutativity axiom for
+. In order to show that associating vpl with plus in Gen, we must show that the definition
for vpl given by %def_vplus% obeys the laws given for plus in Gen. Through the use of the
34
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view operation in the specification file, and using HETS Development Graph calculus, such proof
obligations are generated automatically, and it is possible to export them to a theorem prove such
as Isabelle and prove them directly.
view I: Gen to Vec =
Gen_type |-> Vec,
__ plus __ |-> __ vpl __
For example in this case, proving commutativity of vpl can be done in Isabelle, using the Isabelle
theory files generated by HETS.
Ax6 [rule_format] :
"ALL X_x. ALL X_y. X_x +’ X_y = X_y +’ X_x"
Ax9 [rule_format] :
"ALL X_x.
ALL X_y.
ALL z.
ALL t.
pair(X_x, X_y) vpl pair(z, t) = pair(X_x +’ z, X_y +’ t)"
theorem Ax2 : "ALL X_x. ALL X_y. X_x vpl X_y = X_y vpl X_x"
apply safe
apply (case_tac X_x)
apply (case_tac X_y)
apply (auto simp add: Ax6 Ax9)
done

9.2

The complex numbers

In the example of the complex numbers, we want to be able to find a refinement for the specification given by the computed colimit. This means determining definitions for multiplication over
vectors, for example, as described in §7.1.1 and thus in what follows we assume representation of
a two dimensional vector as a pair of reals (x, y). The difficulty here is synthesising a definition
for multiplication which satisfies the axioms given as specification in the colimit. For example,
consider defining a vector multiplication · analogously to vpl:
(x1, y1) · (x2, y2) = (x1 × x2, y1 × y2)
which satisfies axioms for commutativity and for associativity, but causes problems for the definition of a multiplicative inverse. The rules for multiplication for an ordered real field state that
(x > 0) ∧ (y > 0) → (x × y) > 0
however the vector equivalent which must be true for multiplication is
(x > v0 ) ∧ (y > v0 ) → x · y > v0
for which we can find the counterexample x = (1, 0) and y = (0, 1), where x · y = v0 .
One correct version of multiplication is
(x1, y1) · (x2, y2) = ((x1 × x2 ) − (y1 × y2 ), (x1 × y2 ) + (y1 × x2 ))
for which it is possible to define an inverse and identity. The theory in which we further define multiplication in this way is shown in https://ontohub.org/complex-blend/complex_numbers.
dol, and we refer to the theory as Cα1 . It remains to discharge the proof obligations generated by
HETS in showing Cα1 Cα0 .
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9.2.1

Provability of key properties

As discussed in §7.1.1, we want a theory which preserves the key property
N(z1 · z2 ) = N(z1 ) × N(z2 )
where N is an Euclidean norm on a two-dimensional vector space. It is possible to add theorems
which should be provable in a theory in HETS using the %implied directive. As an example of
this consider the simple example given at https://ontohub.org/complex-blend/test.dol.
The theory Vec contains the statement
forall a:Vec. vminus (vminus a) = a %implied
and when we exploit the development graph proof from HETS to prove that Vec
Gen we generate a proof obligation requiring us to prove that this be the case for the more concrete definions
of vminus, vpl and vzero.
9.2.2

Theory exploration

The discovery of the definition of multiplication is a difficult and unresolved question which falls
into the research area of Theory Exploration. There are various systems which facilitate the discovery of theorems and definitions within a mathematical system such as IsaCosy (Johansson,
2009), Mathsaid (McCasland, Bundy and P. F. Smith, 2005) and IsaScheme (Montano-Rivas et
al., 2012). In IsaScheme for example it is possible to state a “scheme” using higher-order variables, and to constrain the functions to which these variables can be instantiated. Sentences are
then generated using this scheme and their validity is checked using an associated set of axioms.
§7.1.1 shows definitions of functions which we would like to discover. For example let us consider
creating a scheme by which to define vector multiplication:
(x1, x2) · (y1, y2) = (F (x1, x2) − F 0 (y1, y2),
G (x1, y2) + G 0 (x2, y1))

(33)

where each of the higher-order variables F , F 0 , G , G 0 can be instantiated to either ∗, + or vpl.
At each point the expected type constrains this choice - in this case the only choices are + or
∗. Definitions for · are then generated using IsaScheme’s synthesis engine, and each sentence
involving · in the axiomatisation given by the colimit generated by HETS is checked using a
counter-example checker. Any instantiations for which no counter-examples are found are then
used to generated statements which can be proved in Isabelle.
As can be seen from this example, user input and expertise is required to find a good starting
scheme. Without substantial constraints this process is not realistically possible. A user or expert
must provide the following information to constrain the search space:
Initial Scheme the shape of the initial scheme determines the overall shape of the constructed
term. As can be seen in (33), the initial starting point is already highly constrained.
Term Pool the function symbols and variables over which the higher-order variables can range.
In (33) the term pool is restricted to ∗, + and vpl.
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Search Depth the depth of each synthesised function can be determined. In (33) for example, the
search is restricted to depth 1.

9.3

Examples from Data Structures

In §7.2.4 and §7.3 we showed how when applying the idea of blending to data structures, some
function symbols exist within the colimit but have yet to be fully defined. We can apply the idea
described in this section to these examples. Here let us reconsider the definition of f oldr on lists:
f oldr f i [] = i
f oldr f i cons(h,t) =

f (h, f oldr( f , i,t))

in the case of the Fatlist data structure we need first to synthesise an extra clause, since Fatlist also
has a constructor called append:
f oldr f i append(l1, l2) =

f oldr( f , f oldr( f , i, l2), l1)

Discovering this definition is in itself a problem of function discovery which can be done using
theory exploration. As described above we need to identify a set of initial function symbols over
which we can construct function definitions. In this case for the purposes of presentation, let us
just use the function foldr itself. We now need som constraints on the function construction - this
can be done by creating analogies from theorems about Fatlists. For example:
append(l, nil) = append(nil, l)
append(append(l1, l2), l3) = append(l1, append(l2, l3))
Then given a definition for f oldr:
f oldr f i append(l1, l2) = F ( f , i, l1, l2)
and the constraints
F ( f , i, l1, nil) = F ( f , i, nil, l1)
F ( f , i, append(l1, l2), l3) = F ( f , i, l1, append(l2, l3))
which can be use to show that generated potential definitions are incorrect.
This part of the work is very speculative currently, as it is necessary to generate many constraints in order to cut down the search space of the generation of possible definitions for functions.
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10

Conclusions and further work

The work described in this report gives an overview of some related survey work, followed by
several examples worked out in more or less detail; this provides evidence of the the applicability
of our initial ideas, and the appropriateness of the tools mentioned (in particular HDTP, DOL and
Hets). This is potentially a vast topic, so conclusions at this stage must be tentative. Nevertheless,
there are already some lessons that are worthy of note at this stage.
Generic theory In some of the cases examined, HDTP comes up with an appropriate generic
theory, if not as first suggestion, then as second. In other cases, such as symmetry reasoning,
the generic theory is not motivated by a desire to have a least general anti-unification, but
on external considerations of how the input theories should be correlated. It thus appears
that the latter case will happen often enough that we should have some way of helping
users formulate the generic space in this situation. A possibility here under consideration
elsewhere in the project is use of image schemas, a cognitively based proposal introduced
by Johnson (Johnson, 1987) and Lakoff (Lakoff, 1987)
Choice points Search control here is a hard problem: while things work out fairly straightforwardly for the integers and complex number examples, the quaternion example is more
challenging.
Consistency In mathematical cases, consistency is very desirable, and theoretical search algorithms
that include consistency checks are problematic in formalisms such us FOL where the property is not decidable. In one case, an initial inconsistency was quickly discovered automatically, but attempts to show consistency typically time out. More experimentation is needed
here to see what can be done in practice; identification of sources of inconsistency is also
going to be important.
Refinement We see in the complex numbers case that we want a more concrete version of the
blend theory than is given by the raw colimit construction. This may come from theory
exploration, as described above, or synthesis proofs. We suspect that this corresponds to
one version of the notion of “running the blend”, in the terminology of Fauconnier and
Turner (1998).
Associated theorem proving Here more work is required; the complex numbers case leaves us
with Isabelle theorem-proving requirements that seem reasonable, but have not yet been
verified. In an interactive tool designed to be creatively provocative, we would like some
level of automation; it remains to be seen just what is possible here.
Evaluation It is clear from the complex numbers and quaternion cases that we want to be able
to make positive requirements of projected blends, in the form of key properties required.
We envisage that these may take the form of required theorems in the blend theory, or more
generally some properties of the blend that can be computationally tested. There is ongoing
discussion with the DOL/Hets researchers on how best to support this.
Recording the process Since our overall goal is to investigate and implement a creative process,
we clearly have work to do in order to (partially?) automate a blending process. Beyond that,
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we need some record of what happens, computationally and creatively, during the process.
This again is important for the future success of the project.
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